
INNERgy ION POWER-Pack Kit
OUR Core Products Cleanse, Enhance & Protect YOUR Core

…get one kit…
Gain Total INNERgy Product Versatility

           
Our   INNER  gy ION POWER-Pack Kit is quite possibly the best $100 you’ll ever   
invest. It’s also a great introduction to the power of  Negative IONs & Far Infrared Healing Radiation present in our full 
line of INNERgy products. Your INNERgy POWER-Pack Products do no good inside the package. Wear them daily to 
“feel’ YOUR difference.
There is literally nothing on this earth like the patented process & our patent-pending finished product. In 
fact, the core of EverLast INNERgy Products is “out of this world”…lasting indefinitely, hence the name: 
EverLast…

 Just put them in daylight every month or so for a couple hours to “charge them up”
 Our completely unique & patent-pending blend of Si Bin/Tourmaline Ceramic Powders help stabilize the body’s 

electrical balance with Far Infrared Radiation (FIR) & the HIGHEST Negative ION energy available  
 In addition, our Negative ION/FIR products strengthen the functions of autonomic nerves, reinforce collagen, improve 

cellular metabolism, strengthen the body's immune system, fight edema, lower blood pressure, provide significant 
strength, balance, flexibility, energy, enhance overall disposition, aid in mental acuity, & much more

 EverLast INNERgy products are produced in China, under AMERICAN leased-ownership of the production facilities, 
with strict AMERICAN quality control of production 

 Accept no substitute as there are no substitutes for EverLast INNERgy Products

Si Bin/Black Tourmaline Patent-Pending Blend, available ONLY from EverLast INNERgy is 
“trapped” within medical grade silicone in their excited most powerfully enhanced state.

Si Bin literally was “born” from a meteor which exploded into a limestone bed in Northeastern China long before recorded 
history. The explosion & molten inter-galactic minerals infused into the limestone creating veins of a super Far Infrared 
Radiation composition which, when blended together in our special process emits large amounts of its healing energy. 

Black Tourmaline is known as one of the strongest healing compositions of its kind emitting negative ions.  

Negative Ions are simply oxygen atoms with an extra electron. That sounds simple enough yet their effect on human 
biochemistry is they help you feel better. If you’ve ever been near a waterfall, high in the mountains, or noticed how good 
it smells & you feel after a rainfall, you already know just the beginning. Conversely, when positive ions rule, such as in a 
polluted air environment or car quagmire, you’ve also felt “that” difference: LA Freeway at rush hour the negative ion count 
in the air is well below 100/cm…normal country air is approx. 3000/cm…Yosemite Falls, 100,000/cm.



Far Infrared Radiation is simply a form of energy heating objects directly through a process called conversion 
without having to heat the air in between. It’s what our sun does & is a part of the natural light spectrum of sunlight 
minus the skin damaging UV rays; the part invisible to the human eye. Unlike ultraviolet light, FIR is 
harmless to the body. In point of fact, it is Far Infrared Healing Radiation. FIR improves most 
physical conditions because its healing effects are nearly universally positive. Studies have shown well over 100 benefits such 
as improved blood circulation, restored youthfulness, toxin & heavy metal reduction, skin cleansing & rejuvenation, allergy & 
rash reduction.

Your POWER-Pack comes with:

 A complete set of  12 patches, one bracelet & one necklace.   Each of these products are 
infused with our powerful, unique non-duplicable &  patent-pending blend of minerals, the primary active ingredients 
of which are Si Bin & Tourmaline

 INNERgy POWER-Pack Negative ION Patches   emit 3600cc of Negative IONs or more per patch & 
radiate Far Infrared waves in the range of 4-18 microns

Your Patches come in a pre-selected assortment of two colors (black, white) & sizes (s, m, lrg in circle shape). 
Extremely versatile, for highest effectiveness, use them against the skin on any part of 
the body to relieve pain & discomfort. Apply with self-adhesive medical stretch tape or stretch net bandage. They are 
especially effective for pain & swelling relief when worn on the soles of the feet held in place by one’s socks, or inside the 
cup of a woman’s bra for extra blood flow & energy emittance near the heart.

 

 POWER-Pack Bracelet   emits 5100/cc of Negative IONs & radiates Far Infrared waves in the range of 4-
18 microns. Alternate bracelet daily or weekly to keep the elliptical pattern of electromagnetic energy flowing

 POWER-Pack Necklace   emits over 6500/cc of Negative Ions & radiates Far Infrared waves in the range of 
4-18 microns. Our single most versatile & powerful product, when worn around the neck, its power is near the 
spine, hypothalamus & heart. The necklace can also be doubled up & worn around the ankle for increased power


